We study how interactions between financing and investment decisions can shape firm boundaries in dynamic product markets. In particular, we model a new product market opportunity as a growth option and ask whether it is best exploited by a large incumbent firm (Integration) or by a separate, specialized firm (Non-Integration). Starting from a standard theoretical framework, in which value-maximizing corporate investment and financing decisions are jointly determined, we show that Integration best protects assets in place value, while Non-Integration best protects the value of the growth option and maximizes financial flexibility. These forces drive different organizational equilibria depending on firm and product market characteristics. In particular, we show that increases in standard measures of cash flow risk predict exploitation of new opportunities by specialized firms, while increases in product market risk (i.e., the risk of preemption by competitors) predict exploitation by incumbents. We also show that alliances organized as licensing agreements or revenue sharing contracts sometimes better balance the different sources of value, and thus may dominate more traditional forms of organization. These key results arise from the dynamic interaction of the new opportunity's option-like features with realistic competitive forces. JEL Classification Numbers: G13, G31, G32, G33.
Introduction
Financial economists have long understood that the presence of pre-existing debt financing can cause managers to make suboptimal investment decisions when they act in the interests of existing shareholders (Fama and Miller (1972) , Myers (1977) ). At the same time, a vast literature in industrial organization and the economics of organizations has explored how firm boundaries are important for determining the success of new product market opportunities (see, e.g., Aghion and Tirole (1994) , Anton and Yao (1995) , Mathews and Robinson (2008) , Robinson (2008) , Inderst and Mueller (2009) , and Fulghieri and Sevilir (2010) ). 1 The goal of this paper is to examine how debt financing and investment distortions interact with the dynamics of new product market opportunities to determine the optimal placement of firm boundaries.
Consider recent developments in the automotive industry. Most auto companies use significant debt financing because of their sizeable assets in place, but must also respond dynamically to changing product market opportunities. Over the past several years, automakers have had to determine whether and how they will respond to the rise in demand for electric vehicles. Should they produce new electric vehicles themselves, help fund start-up firms with separate control rights over electric vehicle production, or form alliances or joint ventures? Currently a wide range of organizational forms is observed, with, for example, major automakers GM and Nissan introducing their own mass produced electric vehicles aimed at the lower end of the market, stand-alone firms Tesla and Fisker independently developing and marketing higher-end electric luxury and sports cars, and Toyota forming an alliance with Tesla to co-produce electric cars under the Toyota brand name.
To help explain some of these patterns, we study a model in which a set of assets in place and a related new product market opportunity modeled as an investment option must be optimally organized and financed. Both corporate activities are subject to cash flow risk, which we represent with a standard diffusion process. We find closed-form valuation equations under two competing organizational forms, reflecting the fact that new opportunities can be implemented by an existing firm holding the assets in place (implementation by a large or "integrated" firm) or can be organized as a separate firm controlling the option but without assets in place (implementation by a small "non-integrated" firm). The debt associated with financing assets in place delays exercise of the option due to "debt overhang," which naturally pushes the new opportunity out of the large firm in order to minimize investment distortions and maximize capital structure flexibility. Several realistic features of product market dynamics work against this tendency, however, and hence the optimal organization of new opportunities is determined by balancing the investment and financing benefits of non-integration against factors that favor developing the new project inside the large firm.
The first such factor is cannibalization. Because the new opportunity is related to the assets in place, exercising the option naturally involves cannibalizing some of the profits associated with the assets in place (cannibalization cost). In general, the large, integrated firm will internalize the cannibalization cost in its decision to exercise the option, but the small, stand-alone firm will not.
Thus, there can be important product market externalities associated with having a non-integrated firm implement the new opportunity too early. As the cannibalization cost increases and the importance of timing exercise to protect assets in place value grows, this naturally pushes the optimal organizational design towards implementation by the large firm.
The second factor is obsolescence. This embodies the idea that the new opportunity can potentially be preempted by competing firms. Thus, the option can jump to being worthless if a competitor enters first (obsolescence risk). This preemptive type of implementation can also adversely affect the value of assets in place (preemption cost).
While the cannibalization effect is straightforward, the effect of obsolescence risk and cash flow risk on the optimal organizational design is not. An increase in cash flow risk, which is modeled in the standard way, tends to increase the critical level of cannibalization needed to make integration optimal. This is in line with existing conventional wisdom that smaller firms tend to be "nimbler" in riskier new markets. However, an increase in obsolescence risk tends to decrease the critical level of cannibalization, making integration more likely.
This key difference is driven by the dynamics of the interaction between option values and product market forces in our model. In particular, it arises from the fact that the two types of risk have opposite effects on the optimal exercise time for the option. Cash flow risk increases option value and makes it optimal to delay exercise, while obsolescence risk decreases option value and speeds up optimal exercise. Because the value of assets in place is increasing and concave in exercise time, it turns out that protecting assets in place value by choosing integration is more important when exercise occurs earlier, i.e., when cash flow risk is low or obsolescence risk is high. Thus, deriving this implication requires a dynamic model, as these timing implications would be absent in a static setting.
This result implies that the optimal implementation of a new opportunity depends critically on the type of risk reflected in that opportunity. Greater cash flow risk, such as uncertainty about market size, predicts implementation by independent firms, while a greater risk of obsolescence due to implementation by rivals predicts implementation by larger, more established firms. Returning to the automotive example, our predictions are borne out in the patterns we observe in that industry. Higher-end electric cars aimed at luxury buyers, which likely have higher cash flow risk (their demand is more sensitive to external macroeconomic factors) but lower obsolescence risk (luxury cars are less "commoditized") are currently more likely to be produced by smaller, more specialized producers such as Tesla and Fisker. Lower-end cars, with relatively lower cash flow risk and higher obsolescence risk, and which are also more likely to cannibalize the companies' existing traditional offerings, are being produced by major integrated firms.
We also explore how optimal organizational design responds to traditional corporate finance variables, such as the corporate tax rate, the magnitude of bankruptcy costs, and the relative size of the growth option. Our analysis shows that non-integration is more likely to be optimal the greater is the corporate tax rate or the smaller is the level of bankruptcy costs. As the tax rate is higher or bankruptcy costs are lower, the importance of debt overhang and financial flexibility are magnified. This leads to non-integration since capital structure decisions can then be made independently. We also show that non-integration is more likely to be optimal the larger is the relative magnitude of the growth option. When the growth option is larger relative to assets in place, the negative effects of debt overhang and financial inflexibility are magnified, which leads to non-integration in order to preserve option value. These results should prove useful for future empirical investigations of the organization of new opportunities.
Finally, we investigate how hybrid organizational forms, such as alliances, could fit into our framework. In particular, starting from our non-integrated case, we investigate the effect of a financial alliance that takes the form of a licensing or revenue sharing contract. This is modeled as a proportion of the cash flows from the new product following exercise that is promised to the large firm. Because the small firm still bears the full cost of exercise, this has the effect of causing the small firm to exercise the option later, closer to the time that is optimal to protect the value of assets in place. As with the risk comparative statics discussed above, this benefit of the alliance arises from our dynamic structure and would not exist in a static setting. We show that since the firms choose the licensing fraction ex ante to maximize their joint expected surplus, the added flexibility of this contract can be quite valuable, such that the alliance form often dominates both non-integration and integration. Intuitively, separating the two firms removes debt overhang and increases financial flexibility, while the licensing contract ameliorates the resulting problem of sub-optimal joint profit maximization in the exercise decision. We also provide comparative statics for the optimal alliance structure, and compare values from this optimally structured hybrid form to those of traditional organizational forms to help predict when they will be observed in practice.
Most theories of the firm derive optimal firm boundaries by considering the tradeoffs between the advantages gained from internalizing the externalities and redundancies occurring in marketbased production across firms, and the costs incurred by increased communication, coordination, and incentive problems inside larger firms (see, e.g., Coase (1937) , Williamson (1973 Williamson ( , 1979 , Klein, Crawford, and Alchian (1978) , Grossman and Hart (1986) , and Hart and Moore (1990) ). Our approach fits into the property/control rights paradigm in that we analyze how agents' investment incentives in different organizational forms determine the optimal location of control rights over a new product market investment. In this sense, debt and its associated agency problems act in our model as a source of misaligned investment incentives within the integrated firm, similar to the bureaucratic or hierarchical diseconomies that underlie traditional models. However, unlike traditional theories, which generally take the firm's financing and operating environment as fixed, we also consider how external competitive forces impact the relevant internal tradeoffs.
Although we are the first to provide an analysis of how capital structure and organizational design jointly affect the dynamics of new market opportunities, our work is closely related to a number of papers, including Grenadier and Weiss (1997) , Berk, Green, and Naik (2004) , Carlson, Fisher, and Giammarino (2006) , and others that model new product market opportunities as real options.
Common features of such models include investment irreversibility, stochastic cash flows related to underlying market/economic uncertainty, and, more recently, competitive implications. However, these models generally consider the operation of such projects in isolation (i.e., without consideration for optimal organization) and without debt financing, whereas we focus on the joint value effect of an integration decision for a new project together with value relevant capital structure decisions. This paper also relates to several other contributions to the capital structure literature. Mello and Parsons (1992) are the first to examine the interactions of investment and financing decisions in a real options model. They show that capital structure can have a significant impact on operating decisions. Tserlukevich (2008) and Titman and Tsyplakov (2010) build dynamic models in which firms can issue debt to exercise a sequence of growth options. Leland (1998) studies the joint determination of capital structure and asset risk, while Chen and Manso (2010) emphasize that incorporating macroeconomic risk can increase agency costs of debt substantially. Morellec and Schuerhoff (2011) focus on the implications of asymmetric information on the financing and timing of corporate investment. Hackbarth and Mauer (2011) study the relation between the priority structure of corporate debt and firms' investment and financing decisions.
Perhaps more closely related in spirit is a set of papers on capital structure and project finance in static settings without dynamic market opportunities or product market interactions. For example, John (1986) , John (1993) , and Flannery, Houston, and Venkataraman (1993) consider how to optimally organize and finance two projects with varying payoff correlations or risk structures in the presence of agency-induced and tax-based incentives. More recently, Leland (2007) analyzes the role of net tax benefits for spin-offs and mergers in a model with correlated cash flows but without agency problems. Finally, Shah and Thakor (1987) study the optimality of project finance when there is asymmetric information about project quality, while Chemmanur and John (1996) show that separate incorporation or project finance can be used to optimally allocate control rights. 2
The Model
We consider two corporate activities: a set of assets in place operated by an existing firm, and a new product market opportunity, or growth option, whose potential future cash flows are subject to the same underlying economic uncertainty. At every point in time t, assets in place generate uncertain cash flows, X t , which follow a geometric Brownian motion with drift µ, volatility σ, and initial value X > 0. Agents are risk-neutral and discount cash flows at a constant, risk-free rate r with µ < r.
To irreversibly exercise the growth option, its owner (either the existing firm or a new firm established to operate the option) has to spend an investment cost κ > 0, for which it receives assets with an incremental stream of cash flows equal to π X t , where π > 0. However, once the option is exercised, the existing firm's cash flows from assets in place are decreased by a fraction γ > 0, which represents a cannibalization effect of the new product on the existing business. This cannibalization cost γ leaves the assets in place generating (1−γ) X t < X t in cash flows thereafter. 3 Furthermore, there is obsolescence risk, e.g., because preemptive product introduction by another firm or firms can make the product underlying the option's cash flows obsolete. Specifically, the new opportunity may randomly "die" during any time interval dt with a constant probability ρ dt. A firm facing no rivals for a growth opportunity can optimally time investment without consideration of outside factors. On the other hand, a firm whose new opportunity is subject to obsolescence risk may invest earlier to fend off challengers. In addition, we assume that when the option becomes obsolete, the existing firm's assets in place suffer an adverse effect δ, such that its cash flows thereafter are equal to (1 − δ) X t < X t . This preemption cost δ represents in reduced form the competitive effect of product introduction by rival firm(s) that triggered the option's obsolescence.
At time zero, an organizational design choice is made. We initially compare two polar cases, an Integrated design and a Non-Integrated design (Section 5 studies intermediate designs in the form of financial alliances). In the Integrated design, the existing firm owns both the assets in place and the growth option (hereafter "I" or the "integrated" firm). Thus, it chooses the time at which to exercise the option taking into account its effect on assets in place. In the Non-Integrated design, 2 Habib and Mella-Barral (2010) study organizational design in a dynamic setting but focus on information transmission through mergers and alliances without considering either capital structure effects or investment options.
3 We consider substitute products because with complementary products (i.e., γ < 0), an integrated firm's desire to exercise earlier than a stand-alone firm would mitigate the exercise timing distortions due to debt overhang, which would decrease the role of timing differences across organizational forms and make the forces we examine less relevant. the existing firm (hereafter "L" or the "large" firm in the Non-Integrated case) continues to own the assets in place, but ownership of the growth option is placed with a new, completely separate firm.
The new firm (hereafter "S" or the "small" firm) thus chooses the time of exercise independently.
We assume corporate taxes are paid at a rate τ on operating cash flows less interest, and full offsets of corporate losses are allowed. Thus, capital structure can affect firm value. We further assume that bankruptcy (which is triggered by an endogenous default decision on behalf of equityholders) leads to a loss of the tax benefits of debt, a loss of the option (if it is held by the defaulting firm and has not been exercised), and future cash flows are reduced by a proportion α of the base cash flows of the defaulting firm, where the base cash flows do not include cannibalization or preemption costs. 4
Thus, if the existing firm defaults at any point, future cash flows from assets in place are reduced by α X t (regardless of whether the option is exercised or obsolete). Similarly, if the firm holding the growth option defaults after exercise, future cash flows from the new assets are reduced by α π X t .
In both the Integrated and Non-Integrated case, we assume the existing firm makes a once and for all capital structure choice immediately after the organizational design has been chosen (see Section 6 for an extension that relaxes this assumption). In particular, it chooses an instantaneous, perpetual coupon payment C so as to maximize its total firm value (which is equivalent to assuming it is all-equity financed ex ante and chooses a debt issuance that maximizes equity value). In the Non-Integrated case, the new firm chooses its capital structure at the time of option exercise; prior to exercise it has no cash flows and therefore is all-equity financed by assumption.
As is standard in practice, we assume throughout that managers act in the interests of existing equityholders. Since debt is issued prior to exercise in the Integrated case, this means that the firm's exercise policy maximizes equity rather than firm value. As such, debt and its associated agency problems act in our model as a source of misaligned investment incentives within the integrated firm. In the Non-Integrated case, there is no debt prior to exercise so the chosen exercise time maximizes both firm and equity value by definition.
Solution
To compare the two different organizational design regimes, we first solve in this section for contingent claim values. In a second step, we derive optimal financing and investment decisions in the cases of Non-Integration and Integration.
Non-Integration: The Small Firm
In the Non-Integrated case, the small firm generates no cash flows and makes no debt payments prior to investment. That is, the small firm is all-equity financed until exercise. Upon exercise, the small firm's assets in place start generating a perpetual stream of after-tax cash flows (1 − τ ) π X t at each time t. If no debt is issued, the small firm's unlevered value after exercise is given by:
where E[·] is the expectation operator, and Λ = (1 − τ )/(r − µ) is the after-tax, growth-adjusted discount factor, which is similar to Gordon's growth formula with µ being the growth rate.
Since debt and equity are issued to finance the capital expenditure κ, the small firm's levered total value after exercise reflects the present value of the cash flows accruing until the default time,
i.e., the after-tax cash flows (1 − τ ) π X t plus the tax savings τ C + S (where C + S is the coupon chosen by the firm at the time of exercise), and the present value of the cash flows accruing after default, i.e.,
(1 − α) (1 − τ ) X t . The small firm's equity value after exercise reflects the present value of the cash flows accruing until the default time, i.e., the after-tax cash flows (1−τ ) (π X t −C + S ), and the present value of the cash flows accruing after default, i.e., 0 assuming strict adherence to absolute priority.
We denote equity and firm values when the small firm has exercised its option, issued debt with coupon payment C Lemma 1 Given the current value of cash flow X, the small firm's total firm value after investment equals for all X ≥ X + S :
and its equity value after investment is for all X ≥ X + S given by:
where ϑ is the negative characteristic root of the quadratic equation:
The default threshold that maximizes equity value is:
and the coupon payment that maximizes firm value is:
The first term in V + S (X) is the value of assets in place in (1), the second term is the expected value of tax shield benefits from debt (which disappear if the firm defaults at X + S ), and the third term is the expected value of bankruptcy costs, which are triggered when the firm defaults at X + S . To identify the sources of firm value, we will often refer jointly to the second and the third term as the firm's net tax benefits. For E + S (X), the first term represents the expected value of after-tax cash flows to equityholders, while the second term subtracts the expected value of those cash flows conditional on default at X + S , so that equityholders' claim value equals zero upon default. Next, we define the stopping time T Y > 0 that determines the time at which obsolescence occurs.
Let Y t be the associated indicator function, which is equal to zero if t < T Y and one otherwise. If Y t = 0, an unexercised option may be exercised, but if Y t = 1 the option is worthless. Working backwards, the value of the small firm prior to exercise, V S , crucially depends on obsolescence risk or, more precisely, the distribution of T Y . As long as Y t = 0, V S equals the expected present value of the optimally levered firm value minus capital expenditure at the time of investment. We denote the investment threshold selected by shareholders by X S and the first time for X to touch this threshold from below by T G . Thus, the small firm invests to maximize the value of its option:
where 1 ω represents the indicator function of the event ω. Because the firm does not produce any cash flows before investment, initial shareholders only receive capital gains of E [dV S (X)] over each time interval dt prior to investment. The required rate of return for investing in the small firm is the risk-free rate r. Thus, the Bellman equation in the continuation region with t < T Y is:
Applying Ito's lemma to expand the right-hand side of the Bellman equation, it is easy to show that the value of the small firm before investment or obsolescence satisfies:
The left-hand side of this equation reflects the required rate of return for holding the claim per unit of time. The right-hand side is the expected change in the claim value (i.e., the realized rate of return). These expressions are similar to those derived in standard contingent claims models.
However, they contain the additional term, ρ [0 − V S (X)], which reflects the impact of losing the growth option if a competitor moves first. This term is the product of the instantaneous probability of obsolescence and the change in the value function occurring due to obsolescence.
The ordinary differential equation (9) is solved subject to the following boundary conditions.
First, the value of equity at the time of investment is equal to the payoff from investment:
Second, as the level of the cash flow shocks tends to zero, the option to invest becomes worthless so that V S satisfies: lim X↓0 V S (X) = 0. In addition, to ensure that investment occurs along the optimal path, the value of equity satisfies the optimality condition (smooth-pasting):
threshold. Solving the small firm's problem yields the following results (see the Appendix):
Proposition 1 Given the current value of cash flow X, the value of the non-integrated, small firm's optimal equity/firm value equals for all X ≤ X S and t < T Y :
which can be re-written as:
where G S (X) denotes value of the growth option for the small firm:
N T B S (X) denotes the value of net tax benefits for the small firm:
and X S denotes the value-maximizing exercise threshold for the small firm:
and where ξ is the positive characteristic root of the quadratic equation
Proposition 1 provides the value of of the small firm prior to exercise or obsolescence as the expected present value of the after-tax cash flows net of capital expenditures, G S , and the net tax benefits, N T B S , that are initiated at the time of investment T G . Several standard comparative statics results from the real options literature apply to V S and X S . For example, the small firm's value is higher (lower), when the investment payoff π (investment cost κ) rises and hence its exercise threshold is lower (higher). Consistent with economic intuition, the proposition shows that V S decreases with ρ, because when obsolescence becomes more likely, all else equal, it is less likely that the option's cash flows will ultimately be realized. That is, a higher risk of obsolescence erodes the value of the small firm's option. As a result of the reduced option value, the small firm optimally exercises this option, in expectation, earlier when obsolescence risk is higher, i.e., ∂X S /∂ρ < 0. By exercising earlier, the small firm fends off rival firms in the states of the world in which it would otherwise continue to wait to invest. However, the small firm delays exercise when cash flow risk is higher, i.e., ∂X S /∂σ > 0. Moreover, we see that ∂X S /∂τ > 0, even though higher corporate taxes provide more net tax benefits, because the first-order effect of higher taxes is substantially lower after-tax cash flows. 5
Non-Integration: The Large Firm
Even though the large firm does not invest in the Non-Integrated case, its values and hence its value-maximizing decisions are more complex than those of the small firm. This is because the large firm is initially capitalized by both debt and equity and, more importantly, because it is not known at time zero whether the small firm's option will be exercised (i.e., T G < T Y ) or will become obsolete (i.e., T G ≥ T Y ). We denote the separated, large firm's equity and firm values when the small firm has exercised its option by E + L and V + L (again use of + superscript denotes values after option exercise). Correspondingly, let X + L denote the default threshold selected by shareholders. As in the previous section, we begin by deriving contingent claim values after exercise, which are gathered in the next lemma.
Lemma 2 Given the large firm's initial coupon choice C L and the current value of cash flow X, total firm value equals for all t ≥ T G and X ≥ X
and its equity value after investment is for all X ≥ X + L given by:
5 Notice also that ∂XS/∂α > 0 because with higher bankruptcy costs less debt will be optimally issued for a given cash flow level X and hence also at the optimal exercise threshold. Intuitively, more of the capital expenditures will be equity-financed and hence exercise optimally takes place, in expectation, later.
We denote the large firm's equity and firm values when the small firm's option has become obsolete by E • L and V • L (note that from here forward, use of the • superscript denotes values relevant when the option has become obsolete due to product introduction by a rival firm). Correspondingly, let X
• L denote the default threshold selected by shareholders. We can obtain the following analytic expressions.
Lemma 3 Given the large firm's initial coupon choice C L and the current value of cash flow X,
and its equity value after investment is for all X ≥ X • L given by:
The results in Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 afford a similar interpretation as the ones in Lemma 1.
For example, the main sources of firm value are again the value of assets in place and the value of net tax benefits. One difference between the firm value equations is the reason that undermines the large firm's asset in place values and hence total firm values, namely the cannibalization cost (γ > 0) in (16) and the preemption cost (δ > 0) in (20).
Since equity value is the difference between firm and debt value, the preemption cost reduces equity value in (21) in lock step with (20). Furthermore, larger effects of cannibalization and preemption on equity value lead to larger increases in equity value-maximizing default thresholds. Like (19) in Lemma 2, the default threshold after obsolescence in (23) has a key term which scales up equity's optimal default boundary by a multiplicative factor related to the relevant cost to assets in place, i.e., 1
Working backwards, the value of the large firm prior to exercise or obsolescence equals the expected present value of the levered firm values in three regions: (i) before investment or obsolescence, (ii) after investment, and (iii) after obsolescence. We denote the large firm's equity and firm values at time zero by E L and V L . Moreover, we denote the default threshold selected by shareholders in region (i) by X L and the first time for X to touch this threshold from above by T D .
Because the large firm operates assets in place before the small firm's investment decision, its owners receive capital gains of E [dV L (X)] and cash flows (1 − τ ) X + τ C L over each time interval dt. The required rate of return for investing in the large firm is the risk-free rate r. Thus, the Bellman equation in the continuation region with t < T Y is:
Applying Ito's lemma to expand the right-hand side of the Bellman equation, it is immediate to derive that the value of the large firm before investment or obsolescence satisfies:
The left-hand side of this equation reflects the required rate of return for holding the claim per unit of time. The right-hand side is the after-tax cash flow cum tax savings, (1 − τ ) X + τ C L , plus the expected change in the claim value (i.e., the realized rate of return). These expressions are similar to those derived in standard contingent claims models. However, they contain the additional term,
, which reflects the impact of obsolescence risk and the resulting preemption cost on the large firm's value. This term equals the product of the instantaneous probability of obsolescence and the change in the large firm's value function at the time of obsolescence T Y .
The ordinary differential equation (25) is solved subject to the following boundary conditions. First, the value of the large firm at the time of the small firm's investment T G is equal to the value of the large firm in Lemma 2 evaluated at the small firm's investment threshold (value-
Second, the value of the large firm at the time its shareholders default T D is equal to its value of assets in place net of bankruptcy costs plus the expected effect on assets in place due to the cannibalization cost or the preemption cost (value-matching):
Similar arguments lead to the large firm's equity value, E L (X). As we show in the Appendix, equity satisfies a similar differential equation as (25), 6 which also has a solution with unknown constants that are determined by the following boundary conditions. First, the value of the large firm's equity at the time of the small firm's investment T G is equal to the value of the large 6 More specifically, equity cash flows (1 − τ ) (X − CL) replace firm cash flows (1 − τ ) X + τ CL in equation (25). firm's equity in Lemma 2 evaluated at the small firm's investment threshold (value-matching):
. Second, equity value at the time of default T D is equal to zero under the absolute priority rule (value-matching): E L (X L ) = 0. In addition, to ensure that default occurs along the optimal path, the value of equity satisfies the optimality (smooth-pasting) condition at the endogenous default threshold (see, e.g., Leland, 1994 Leland, , 1998 . Solving yields the following results.
Proposition 2 Given the current value of cash flow X, the non-integrated, large firm's total value equals for all X ∈ X I , X S and t < T Y :
where the value of assets in place, AIP L , is given by:
and the value of net tax benefits, N T B L , is given by:
The value of the non-integrated, large firm's equity equals for all X ∈ X L , X S and t < T Y :
where X S is the small firm's investment threshold in (14), the stochastic discount factors for default by the large firm and for investment by the small firm are given by:
, and
the adjusted growth rate is µ = ϑ µ + 1 2 ϑ (ϑ − 1) σ 2 , and the terms related to obsolescence risk are
and where ϑ and ξ are given in (4) and (15), and ϑ is the negative characteristic root of the quadratic equation
Finally, the optimal (firm value-maximizing) coupon choice solves max C L V L (X) and the optimal (equity value-maximizing) default threshold solves
Proposition 2 reports closed-form solutions for firm value and equity value when the large, nonintegrated firm's cash flows from assets in place are affected by both diffusion risk (i.e., cash flow uncertainty) and jump risk (i.e., obsolescence uncertainty). The value of the large firm can again be broken down into two main parts, the value of assets in place, AIP L (X), and the value of net tax benefits, N T B L (X), which explains (26). Equations (27) and (28) provide the details for those two parts. The first term in (27) is the base cash flow value of assets in place, the second term represents the expected value of the preemption cost in case of obsolescence (which is offset by the possibility that the option will be exercised first, in which case obsolescence risk disappears as reflected in the term involving Σ(X)), and the third term represents the expected value of the cannibalization cost.
In (28), the first line gives the expected value of tax shields, while the second gives the expected value of bankruptcy costs. The term in parentheses on the first line gathers terms involving the state prices for the various circumstances in which default can occur, which are: (a) when the firm reaches the boundary X L before either obsolescence or option exercise occur (state price ∆(X), defined in (30)), (b) when the firm first exercises the option, then later defaults at X + L (state price involving Σ(X), defined in (30), multiplied by the state price (X S /X + L ) ϑ ), and (c) when the option becomes obsolete prior to both exercise and default due to the instantaneous probability of obsolescence ρ, and the firm then later defaults at X • L (state price involving Ψ(X) and 1/(r − µ ) is the appropriate discount factor for claim values that are contingent on X ϑ instead of X). Note that the term Ψ(X), detailed in (42), corrects for the probability that the firm will default (the ∆(X) term) or that the option will be exercised (the Σ(X) term) prior to obsolescence, at which point obsolescence risk disappears. The second line in (28) analogously accounts for the present value of bankruptcy costs for the various states in which default can occur (recall that bankruptcy costs are proportional to cash flows at the time of default, whereas tax shield cash flows are fixed from time zero).
Equity value in (29) accounts for the value of base cash flows to equity (the first term), the value of cannibalization cost and preemption cost (the next two terms, involving γ and δ), and the possibility that cash flows will cease under the various circumstances in which default can occur (the three terms involving Ψ(X), ∆(X), and Σ(X) in conjunction with (X S /X + L ) ϑ ). Finally, the proposition notes that the large firm's coupon choice C L and its pre-investment/pre-obsolescence default threshold X L do not have explicit analytical solutions. However, they can easily be computed by maximizing firm value at time zero with respect to the coupon, and by imposing the smooth-pasting condition for equity value at X L , which can be expressed analytically as a non-linear equation.
Integration: Large Firm's Value with Growth Option
In the Integrated case, we solve for a single firm value which combines the different projects of the two separated firms under one umbrella. Thus, the firm's value-maximizing decisions attempt to strike a balance of their effect on assets in place value, growth option value, and net tax benefits.
As in the previous section, it is not known at time zero whether the integrated firm's option will be exercised (i.e., T G < T Y ) or will become obsolete (i.e., T G ≥ T Y ). We denote the integrated firm's equity and firm values after option exercise by E Lemma 4 Given the integrated firm's initial coupon choice C I and the current value of cash flow X, total firm value equals for all t ≥ T G and X ≥ X + I :
and its equity value after investment is for all X ≥ X + I given by:
where ϑ is given in (4) and the default threshold that maximizes equity value is:
Notice that, if a rival firm introduces its new product first, then the integrated firm loses its option and hence its unlevered value after obsolescence is the same as for the separated large firm, i.e., (1 − δ) Λ X for t ≥ T Y . We denote the integrated firm's equity and firm values when the growth option has become obsolete by E • I and V • I , with X
• I again being the corresponding default threshold selected by shareholders. Observe next that for a given coupon payment there is no difference between Integration and Non-Integration after the option has become obsolete. Therefore, the analytic expressions from Lemma 3 directly apply to this organizational design, which yields the next result.
Lemma 5 Given the integrated firm's initial coupon choice C I and the current value of cash flow X, total firm and equity values are for all t ≥ T Y and X ≥ X • L given by (20) and (21), and the default threshold that maximizes equity value is given by (23) where subscripts L are replaced by subscripts I.
Working backwards, the value of the integrated firm prior to exercise or obsolescence equals the expected present value of the levered firm values in three regions: (i) before investment or obsolescence, (ii) after investment, and (iii) after obsolescence. We denote the integrated firm's equity and firm values at time zero by E I and V I . Moreover, let X I denote the default threshold in region (i) and the first time for X to touch this threshold from below by T D , while X I is the investment threshold for moving from region (i) to region (ii) at time T G .
For brevity, we defer the derivations of firm value and equity value to the Appendix. For example, the derivation of firm value involves the same steps as outlined by (24) Proposition 3 Given the current value of cash flow X, the integrated firm's total value equals for all X ∈ X I , X I and t < T Y :
where the value of assets in place, AIP I , is given by:
the value of the growth option for the large firm is given by:
and the value of net tax benefits, N T B I , is given by:
The value of the integrated firm's equity equals for all X ∈ X L , X I and t < T Y :
where the stochastic discount factors for default and investment by the large firm are given by:
and where ϑ , ξ, and ϑ are given in (4), (15), and (32), respectively. Finally, the optimal (firm value-maximizing) coupon choice solves max C I V I (X), the optimal (equity value-maximizing) investment threshold solves ∂E I (X)/∂X| X=X I = ∂E + I (X)/∂X X=X I , and the optimal (equity valuemaximizing) default threshold solves ∂E I (X)/∂X| X=X I = 0.
Proposition 3 presents closed-form solutions when cash flows from assets in place are affected by both diffusion risk (i.e., cash flow uncertainty) and jump risk (i.e., obsolescence uncertainty).
In the Integrated case, the value of the firm can be decomposed into three main parts, the value of assets in place, AIP I (X), the value of the growth option, G I (X), and the value of net tax benefits, N T B I (X), which explains (36). Clearly, a major difference from Proposition 2 is that in the Integrated case the firm's value includes also the value of the growth option, G I (X), so that capital structure decisions affect the value of the growth option in the Integrated case.
Understanding the expressions for each value component in Proposition 3 is best accomplished by comparison to Propositions 1 and 2. First, the expression for assets in place value, AIP I (X), is analogous to AIP L (X) from Proposition 2, with the only difference being that the state price for the cannibalization cost must now take into account the probability that the integrated firm will default and the option will be destroyed prior to exercise. This is reflected in the replacement of (X/X S ) ξ in (27) with Σ(X) in (37). The probability of default by the large firm was not relevant for the value of the small firm in the Non-Integrated case since default had no effect on the option, and therefore the implications of the cannibalization cost were the same for the new owners of the assets in place after default as for the original owners prior to default. Second, the treatment of the cannibalization cost and the reflection of the option's payoff are the key differences between equity values in (29) and (40). Third, N T B I (X) is analogous to N T B L (X) from Proposition 2, with the state prices simply adjusted for the different exercise and default decisions taken by the integrated firm.
Finally, the expression for G I (X) is analogous to G S (X) in Proposition 1, except that the two-sided state price Σ(X) accounts for the possibility that if the integrated firm defaults prior to exercise the growth option will be lost. As a result, the integrated firm's option in (38) will always be worth less than it is for the separated, small firm in (12), so long as C I > 0. To understand this, first consider a comparison of the two while holding the exercise threshold constant. Note first that the two-sided investment claim converges to the one-sided investment claim as X L goes to zero; that is,
where the term on the right-hand side corresponds to the state price in (12) if we replace X I by X S . Second, the first derivative of the two-sided investment claim w.r.t. X I is given by:
which is negative as the numerator on the right-hand side is negative if X ξ−ϑ < X ξ−ϑ I
, which is clearly the case since X < X I at time zero. Optimization, of course, implies that exercise will take place at different threshold levels under the two different organizational forms (i.e., X I = X S ), which, as we will see, increases the wedge in option values between the two organizational forms.
The differences in option values for the two organizational forms are driven by interactions among the firms' strategic decisions, i.e., mainly their coupon choices and their selected investment thresholds. Coupon choices will be different across the two cases since the integrated firm will issue debt at time zero which reflects both the debt capacity of assets in place and the expected debt capacity of the assets created upon exercise of the growth option, while the large firm in the NonIntegrated case will consider only the debt capacity of assets in place. In both cases, however, the firms consider possible future reductions in the debt capacity of assets in place due to cannibalization or obsolescence. In addition, the firms' capital structure choices influence option value strongly by affecting the optimal exercise trigger (with a delay due to debt overhang in the Integrated case, but not in the Non-Integrated case), and also weakly by differences in how default by the owner of the assets in place affects the value of the option (default by the existing firm destroys the option in the Integrated case, but has no effect in the Non-Integrated case). 7 Notably, exercise timing affects option value directly, but also affects assets in place value through cannibalization, which is taken into account by the integrated firm in choosing its exercise threshold, but not by the small firm in the Non-Integrated case.
Results and Implications
To illustrate some of the model's results and implications in more detail, we now provide a number of numerical solutions in which we determine which organizational form maximizes the joint time zero value of the two corporate activities. Our primary focus in this section is on the role played by cannibalization effects, risk types, and capital structure determinants.
7 The loss of the option in default introduces an element of default risk in the option value for the Integrated case. However, this is not a significant driver of any of our results. Intuitively, while relaxing this assumption would, all else equal, directly increase option value for the integrated firm, in equilibrium the firm will also issue additional debt and incur greater overhang costs, mitigating the increase.
Cannibalization Implications
We start by considering the effect of the cannibalization cost parameter, γ, in a baseline environment in which cash flows start at X = $20, the risk-free interest rate is r = 7%, the growth rate of cash flows is µ = 1%, the volatility of cash flows is σ = 30%, the risk of obsolescence is ρ = 10%, the corporate tax rate is τ = 15%, the proportional cost of bankruptcy is α = 30%, the investment factor is π = 100%, the investment cost is κ = $225, and the preemption cost is δ = 0%. 8
In each equilibrium configuration, the total joint value of corporate activities can be broken down into three main categories: the cash flow value of assets in place, the cash flow value of the growth option, and the value of net tax benefits (i.e., tax shields less expected costs of financial distress). The organizational form that best balances these three sources of value will be optimal.
First consider a case when the cannibalization cost, γ, is close to zero. In this case the exercise of the growth option has little effect on the value of assets in place. Since the existing firm has significant cash flows from assets in place, it will be optimal to carry a significant amount of debt.
However, due to the well known debt overhang effect, the existence of this debt in the Integrated case will significantly alter the firm's chosen exercise policy. In particular, equityholders will tend to exercise "too late" since some of the value of option exercise will confer to debtholders. In turn, anticipating this effect the firm will issue less debt, reducing the value of net tax benefits. On the other hand, in the Non-Integrated form the option exercise time is chosen in an environment that is independent from the assets in place and resulting agency conflict with debtholders. It is therefore likely that the Non-Integrated organizational form maximizes the value of the growth option. In addition, the large firm does not have to reduce its debt level to avoid the overhang effect, which increases the value of net tax benefits related to assets in place. Further enhancing this effect is the fact that the small firm in the Non-Integrated case will be able to choose an optimal debt level for the new assets at the time of exercise. Thus, Non-Integration is likely to best balance the three sources of value, namely the values of assets in place, growth option, and net tax benefits. Now consider an increase in γ, which causes the timing of exercise to start having a significant effect on the value of assets in place. In this case an element of joint profit maximization becomes important in balancing the value of the growth option against the value of assets in place. Since the small firm in the Non-Integrated case ignores this effect (i.e., there is no joint profit maximization by design), the small firm's exercise policy imposes increasingly larger costs on the large firm's assets in place value as γ rises. Thus, there exists a cutoff level of gamma, say γ * , such that Integration will be the optimal organizational form for γ > γ * , while Non-Integration will be optimal Panel (d) of the figure graphs the time zero value of tax shields less bankruptcy costs. Net tax benefits are higher in the Non-Integrated case since capital structure for the new assets is set at the time of option exercise and the large firm can optimize its own capital structure without concern for debt overhang, which best maximizes the associated net tax benefits. The difference between the curves is not particularly sensitive to changes in γ (relative to the sensitivity of assets in place value and growth option value), and therefore does not contribute much to the comparative static.
Finally, Panel (e) compares total time zero value of the two projects across the different organizational forms (i.e., it is the sum of assets in place value, option value, and value of net tax benefits from the three prior graphs). As discussed above, the two curves cross at the critical cannibalization value γ * ≈ 17.5% with Integration being optimal for all higher γ and Non-Integration being optimal for all lower γ. In comparing the three prior graphs, it is clear that this is being driven mainly by relative changes in assets in place and option values since the two organizational forms place relatively more/less weight on jointly or separately optimizing assets in place and option values. For high γ Integration best protects assets in place value, while for low γ this effect is less important, and the greater option value and net tax benefits of the Non-Integrated form dominate.
As noted in the introduction, the model is designed to deliver this central tradeoff, so qualitatively these results are not surprising. From a quantitative perspective, though, it is worth noting from Panel (e) that organizational form choice has a significant effect on overall firm value, in particular around 10% for large γ, and between 1% and 2% at γ = 0. Furthermore, since the organizational form choice concerns how to best operate the growth option in particular, it is perhaps more appropriate to compare these gains to the value of the new product market opportunity by itself. For example, at γ = 0 the increase in firm value from choosing non-integration is around 8% of the value of the growth option, while at γ = 0.5 the gain from choosing integration is around 40% of the value of the growth option under non-integration. In addition to these quantitative implications, the basic tradeoff developed here provides a useful foundation from which to explore the more subtle and unique comparative statics discussed below.
Risk Implications
To investigate the effects of other parameters on the organizational design choice, we use the clearcut γ * result as a baseline characterization of the solution, and study the comparative statics of γ * with respect to the remaining parameters. First consider ρ, which measures the risk of obsolescence, and σ, which measures the underlying uncertainty of the cash flows. Figure 2 below provides two equilibrium "maps" which plot the optimal organizational form as a function of γ and obsolescence risk ρ (panel (a)), or γ and cash flow risk σ (panel (b)), holding all other parameters constant at their base levels. In this and all proceeding figures, the shaded area of each map represents the part of the parameter space for which Non-Integration is the optimal organizational form, and the white part of the map represents that part where Integration is optimal.
[Insert Figure 2 here] First consider panel (a). The existence of the cutoff γ * is clearly verified for all ρ considered in the map, from zero to 50%. There is also a clear effect that γ * is monotonically decreasing in ρ. In other words, Integration is more likely to be optimal at high ρ than at low ρ. To understand this, first consider the optimal exercise policy as ρ increases. As the probability of obsolescence becomes higher, the firm holding the growth option must speed up exercise significantly to maintain the value of the option. The small firm in the Non-Integrated case always exercises sooner than the Integrated firm, which waits in order to avoid excessive cannibalization and because of debt over- Figure 3 , which plots assets in place value as a function of ρ. Recall that assets in place value will be higher the longer the owner of the option waits to exercise because of a lower realized cannibalization effect, and thus the value of assets in place will always be higher in the Integrated case (the solid line is always higher than the dashed line). More importantly, though, note that the gap in the value of assets in place grows significantly as ρ rises despite the fact that the difference in exercise times does not grow very quickly. This is because the value of assets in place is increasing and concave in the exercise time-i.e., the delay caused by moving from the Non-integrated to the Integrated form has a much stronger impact on assets in place value when the exercise time is sooner (closer to the initial value of X). Panel (c) of Figure 3 shows the effect of ρ on option value. Clearly, as ρ rises, so does the spread in option values between Non-Integration and Integration, as the importance of optimal exercise timing is magnified in present value terms when exercise occurs sooner. 9 Overall, though, the effect of ρ on assets in place value is more important, and as a result the Integrated form is more likely to dominate at high ρ values as its ability to better preserve assets in place value becomes more important. At lower ρ the cost to assets in place from the small firm's earlier exercise policy is not so high, so its higher option value and net tax benefits tend to dominate.
The result that Non-Integration is more likely when obsolescence risk is lower may seem somewhat counter-intuitive, as many argue that small firms are better able to respond in highly dynamic markets. This may be true, but our results indicate that when the source of high uncertainty is the risk of obsolescence due to preemptive product introduction by third parties, a small firm's behavior may impose excessive costs on incumbent firms, so that it could be optimal for them to be absorbed by existing players in the market despite the negative impact on their own value. The resulting empirical implication is then that major product market advances are more likely to arise within specialized, small firms when the new products are so novel that obsolescence is unlikely, but new opportunities that are more aggressively contested by competitors might be more often implemented within existing firms. This is not because the existing firm is more able to invest aggressively to ward off competition (which may also be true -see, e.g., Mathews and Robinson (2008) ), but because the incumbent firm's own assets are better protected. Figure 2 . Again, the existence of the cutoff γ * is verified for all values of σ, the volatility of cash flows. Also, γ * again varies monotonically, but this time is clearly increasing in σ. To understand this, consider the effect of increasing σ on the growth option. Since σ is a standard measure of cash flow volatility, real option theory tells us that as σ rises the option's value increases, and exercise should occur later (see panel (d) of Figure 3 for an illustration). The latter implication means that higher σ states will be those where the small firm's earlier exercise choice (because of the lack of debt overhang and lack of concern for cannibalization) has less of a negative impact on the value of assets in place (since, as noted above, assets in place value is concave in exercise time). Thus, assets in place are worth more in the Non-Integrated case in relative terms at higher σ, implying that Non-Integration is more likely to be optimal in environments with greater underlying cash flow risk (see panel (e) of Figure 3 for an illustration -and note from panel (f) that the effect on option value is again much smaller). This is consistent with the conventional wisdom that small firms are nimbler in uncertain environments.
Next consider panel (b) of
The above results imply an interesting dichotomy wherein the effect of risk on organizational design depends strongly on the type of risk being considered. Whereas greater cash flow risk, such as uncertainty about market size, tends to favor the operation of new product market opportunities in independent firms, greater obsolescence risk instead tends to favor the operation of such projects within existing larger firms. This dichotomy should prove useful for empirical investigations of why new opportunities tend to be exploited in different organizational structures across different markets and/or time periods. Also note that since these results arise from differences in exercise timing decisions across the different organizational forms, they could not be derived in a static model.
Capital Structure Implications
Next consider the two parameters that most directly measure the importance of capital structure effects, namely τ , the corporate tax rate, and α, the magnitude of bankruptcy costs. Figure 4 provides equilibrium maps for these parameters. First consider panel (a). Here there is a very clear pattern in that γ * increases quickly in τ . An increase in τ clearly has multiple effects -it directly reduces after-tax cash flows, while it at the same time makes capital structure decisions and their associated value implications more important. The fact that the Non-Integrated form becomes more dominant as τ rises comes mostly from the latter effect. Specifically, the net tax benefits of debt rise faster in τ for the Non-Integrated form than for the Integrated form, because the Non-Integrated form is better able to utilize the debt capacity of the growth option.
[Insert Figure 4 here] Next consider panel (b) of Figure 4 , which shows the effect of the bankruptcy cost parameter, α.
Here, γ * is decreasing in α. The effect of α is more straightforward than the effect of τ since there is no confounding effect on overall profitability -i.e., α just directly impacts the net tax benefits the firm can enjoy. The direction of the effect has essentially the same intuition as the effect of τ , in that greater bankruptcy costs decreases the importance of net tax benefits as a source of value, and since protecting that value was one reason for choosing Non-Integration, that choice is less likely to be optimal when the available value shrinks.
Unlike the tax rate, bankruptcy costs do not directly affect cash flows and hence variations in α provide a better gauge for how debt overhang influences organizational design. All else equal, lower bankruptcy costs imply higher optimal coupon payments, and produce on the margin more overhang costs that are a disadvantage of integration. Consistent with this intuition, the critical cutoff γ * increases at an increasing rate when α declines (i.e., Non-Integration is also more likely for lower bankruptcy costs because they are associated with higher debt overhang costs under Integration).
Additional Implications
In the base specification above, for simplicity we assume that when the growth option becomes obsolete, there is no preemption cost for the assets in place (i.e., δ = 0). Panel (a) of Figure 5 below provides an equilibrium map showing the effect of including a preemption cost due to the operation of a competing asset by a third party firm or firms.
[Insert Figure 5 here] The map clearly shows that the cutoff for the cannibalization cost parameter, γ * , grows as the preemption cost parameter becomes significant (δ rises). In other words, Non-Integration is more likely to be optimal when obsolescence imposes a large preemption cost on the assets in place. To understand this, first consider starting from the base case of δ = 0. In this case, the Integrated firm will clearly exercise later than the Non-Integrated firm because of debt overhang and the desire to avoid the cannibalization cost (γ). Thus, in relative terms the Non-Integrated form imposes a significant cost on the value of assets in place, while the Integrated form imposes a significant cost on option value. However, as δ becomes larger the integrated firm starts exercising the option earlier in order to avoid the preemption cost (it is better to get the benefits of investment, π, despite the cannibalization cost, γ, than to suffer the preemption cost, δ, with no offsetting payoff), whereas the small, non-integrated firm's exercise time remains the same as it ignores the effect of δ on the assets in place. This brings the exercise times closer and shrinks the gap in assets in place and option values, with the former having a larger effect. Intuitively, as the exercise times converge, the desire to integrate in order to protect assets in place value disappears, and Non-Integration is more likely to be chosen to exploit its greater financial flexibility.
The size of the growth option's payoff relative to assets in place, π, also influences optimal organizational form. Panel (b) of Figure 5 provides the relevant equilibrium map. As expected, the larger is π the more likely it is that Non-Integration is optimal, as this form best protects the value of the option and its associated net tax benefits, which become more important as π grows.
Finally, Figure 6 below provides equilibrium maps for the investment cost, κ, and the growth rate, µ. While the effects are not large, Non-Integration is more likely to be optimal the higher are both κ and µ. A higher κ value makes the owner of the option wait longer to exercise in either organizational form, and because of the concavity of the value of assets in place with respect to the exercise date, the value of those assets rises faster with κ in the Non-Integrated case. An increase in µ not only enhances the option payoff, which makes maximizing pure option value more important, but it also induces the owner of the option to exercise it sooner because the opportunity cost of waiting increases with the larger rate of forgone cash flows, which leads to higher costs of cannibalization. In addition, however, a higher µ raises the value of assets in place and hence induces the integrated form to optimally issue more debt at time zero, which increases the cost of debt overhang. Taken together, these effects produce a γ * profile that increases with µ.
[Insert Figure 6 here]
Financial Alliances
Thus far, our analysis has assumed two possible organizational arrangements, complete integration or complete non-integration. In reality, there are a multitude of possible organizational design choices with these two arrangements at either end of a continuum, and hybrid forms such as joint ventures and alliances in between. It is therefore natural to ask whether such a hybrid form could dominate the two extreme forms considered above. In this section we consider one particular such hybrid form, defined by a contractual arrangement between two separate organizations, which we refer to as a financial alliance to distinguish it from other possible types of alliances. 10 A defining characteristic of many joint ventures and alliances is a contract that specifies the rights of each involved party with respect to exploiting any new products arising from the relation-ship. For example, contracts may specify rights to market new products in specific geographical regions, or in particular forms. These agreements often come in the form of licensing arrangements.
In the context of our dynamic model, such arrangements are particularly interesting because they will likely affect the parties' incentives with respect to both option exercise and capital structure.
We thus investigate whether a licensing-type contract between two separate organizational forms can help in providing a superior tradeoff between the three sources of value in our setting: assets in place value, pure growth option value, and net tax benefits.
To model the alliance, it is easiest to start from our model's Non-Integrated case. In this context, a financial alliance involves a licensing contract that stipulates a proportion, , of the future cash flows of the growth option that are pledged to the large firm. We assume that the small firm retains full decision rights over option exercise timing and its own capital structure, as well as full responsibility for funding the exercise cost. Intuitively, siphoning off more of the benefit from exercising the option to the large firm will cause the small firm to exercise later, which helps protect the value of assets in place. Furthermore, since the small firm retains the right to choose the exercise time, this arrangement avoids imposing the cost of debt overhang that would arise with a switch to a fully Integrated form. On the other hand, the delay in exercise timing will decrease the pure value of the growth option. The licensing contract also affects net tax benefits since the small firm will optimally take on less debt at exercise, while the large firm will take on more debt at time zero in anticipation of receiving the extra cash flows in the future. This will tend to result in a lower overall value of net tax benefits since the contract moves the cash flow allocation more toward the Integrated form, which inherently has less capital structure flexibility. Thus, the optimality of such a licensing contract depends on whether the two benefits (protecting assets in place value and avoiding overhang costs) can outweigh the two costs (reduced growth option value and net tax benefits). 11
Re-solving the model with the parameter is straightforward. In the valuation equations for the small firm in Section 3.1, every instance where the parameter π appears would be changed to (1 − ) π. For example, the small firm's post-exercise value, previously given by (2), becomes:
while its objective function remains the same since it funds the entire exercise cost, κ:
Similarly, in the large firm's valuation equations in Section 3.2, the cannibalization cost γ is changed to (γ − π) since the extra cash flows to the large firm following option exercise occur in exactly the same states as the reduction in cash flows due to cannibalization (and thus can equivalently be seen as an adjustment to the cannibalization parameter from the large firm's perspective).
Effect of Alliances
To illustrate the impact of the licensing parameter , we first solve the model at the same base parameters used previously, and investigate the impact on decisions and values as is adjusted (thinking of as an exogenous parameter for now). Panel (a) of Figure 7 plots the small firm's optimal exercise timing as a function of (represented by the dashed line). Note that this and all remaining panels of the figure also show the equivalent value for Integration (represented by the solid line), under which decisions and values are not affected by . As expected, and as seen analytically using equation (14), increasing the proportion of cash flows given to the large firm delays the small firm's exercise. This will clearly increase the value of assets in place (see panel (b) of the figure) which, as noted previously, is increasing and concave in exercise time. At the same time (panels (c) and (d)), the value of the growth option and of total net tax benefits fall. Panel (e) puts all of these effects together, and shows that overall joint firm value is initially increasing in as the effect on assets in place dominates, but at some point the erosion of option value and net tax benefits becomes dominant. As a result, joint value is a concave function of (a result that appears in every parameterization we have used). This implies that there will generally exist an optimal licensing proportion, * , that best balances the benefits and costs of the alliance. With our base parameters, choosing an optimal licensing proportion (as opposed to one of the pure organizational forms) raises firm value by 6-10% of the value of the growth option (depending on which growth option value is used as the basis).
[Insert Figure 7 here]
Since a licensing proportion of = 0 is the same as our Non-Integrated case, the existence of an interior optimum licensing proportion implies that a financial alliance will generically be preferred to straight Non-Integration. However, it might or might not induce better joint profit maximization than the Integrated form. In particular, an optimally structured financial alliance will clearly dominate the Integrated form in cases where Non-Integration was already optimal (i.e., the shaded regions of the equilibrium maps above). In addition, our numerical solutions show that a financial alliance with the optimal licensing proportion can often dominate Integration even in the non-shaded portions of the equilibrium maps in the previous section.
Optimal Alliances
We next investigate how the optimal licensing proportion, * , varies with other parameters, which provides empirical implications for studies of alliance structuring. Figure 8 below plots the optimal licensing fraction against our key risk parameters as well as four other parameters that have been found to have the greatest influence. To understand these comparative statics, first recall that a financial alliance as modeled here is a hybrid organizational form between the extremes of NonIntegration and Integration. One of the key differences between these extremes arises from the differing allocation of control over the option exercise timing. When the small firm has control it tends to exercise sooner to maximize option value, while when the large firm has control it tends to exercise later due to debt overhang and a desire to protect the value of assets in place. The licensing contract modeled here serves to "bridge the gap" between these two extremes by coordinating on an intermediate exercise time. Thus, optimal alliance structuring trades off the benefit of being able to "fine-tune" the exercise time to protect assets in place value versus the loss of option value and capital structure benefits (i.e., flexibility) if the licensing proportion gets too large. Based on this trade-off, a higher (lower) * follows from a greater (lesser) desire to protect assets in place or a greater (lesser) desire to preserve option value and net tax benefits. Put differently, any parameter change that would push towards Integration (Non-Integration) in the base case analysis will imply a higher (lower) * for the financial alliance since the underlying trade-off is the same.
[Insert Figure 8 here] Panels (a) and (b) show the effect of cash flow risk, σ, and obsolescence risk, ρ. In contrast to the results above where these parameters had strong and opposite effects on the cutoff cannibalization level γ * , they here have similar, and very minor, effects on the optimal alliance contract, * . To understand this, note that changes in both σ and ρ will have similar effects on growth option value and exercise policy no matter who controls the option. In particular, an increase in σ increases the value of the option and induces later exercise times whether the option is controlled by the small firm (as in the Non-Integrated case), or by the large firm (as in the Integrated case). Since these exercise times move together with changes in σ, and the gap between the optimal exercise times from the two firms' perspectives does not change much, the optimal licensing proportion (which, as noted above, is essentially set to ameliorate this gap) is not significantly changed. Similarly, an increase in ρ tends to reduce option value and induce earlier exercise times no matter who controls the option, without significantly changing the size of the gap in exercise times.
We next consider the four parameters that have the greatest impact on the optimal . Panel (c) of Figure 8 shows the effect of the cannibalization cost, γ. Unsurprisingly, the larger is γ, the larger is the optimal licensing proportion. As the cannibalization effect of option exercise grows, it becomes more important to protect the value of assets in place, which is accomplished by pushing the exercise time more toward that resulting from joint profit maximization of the large firm in the Integrated case. A larger licensing proportion accomplishes exactly that, i.e., it moves the hybrid organizational form closer to Integration and therefore better protects the value of assets in place.
Panel (d) of the figure shows the effect of τ , the corporate tax rate. The larger is τ , the smaller is the optimal licensing proportion. As τ grows, capital structure effects become more important, which tends to favor Non-Integration over Integration due to its greater capital structure flexibility.
In addition, the exercise threshold increases with τ and hence protecting the large firm's assets in place is less important. Taken together, an increase in τ makes the negative effect of licensing on net tax shield value more important, and thus the alliance is optimally pushed more toward the Non-Integrated form by choosing a lower licensing proportion.
Panel (e) of the figure studies the size of the growth option, π. Clearly, an increase in π decreases the optimal licensing share. The logic here is based again on the relative importance of protecting assets in place versus preserving option value: as π increases it becomes relatively more important to preserve option value because the firm's assets in place are normalized to one, so again the alliance is optimally pushed more toward the Non-Integrated form by choosing a lower licensing proportion.
Put another way, since a move toward the Integrated form with a larger erodes option value by pushing the exercise time later, a lower proportion is chosen despite the cost to assets in place value.
Panel (f) shows the effect of preemption cost, δ. In this case, the optimal licensing proportion falls as δ rises. As δ becomes large, the large firm prefers earlier exercise times to avoid experiencing the preemption cost with no offsetting cash flows, so the small firm's bias toward an early exercise time becomes more in line with joint profit optimization. In other words, the change in δ does not affect the optimal exercise time in the Non-Integrated case, but it makes it significantly earlier in the Integrated case, so a smaller is sufficient to optimally bridge the gap between these preferred times.
Relative Alliance Values
We now derive predictions for when alliances are likely to be observed in practice. Figure 9 plots, for the same parameters as Figure 8 above, the total value created under an optimally structured alliance less the maximum of the total value under Integration or Non-Integration, i.e.,
, where V * S and V * L are evaluated at = * . This measures when optimally arranged hybrid organizational forms are particularly valuable relative to an optimized traditional organizational design. If contracting is costly, this will predict when it is worthwhile to form an alliance.
Note that in each figure, a kink occurs at the point -marked by a vertical dashed line -where the optimal traditional organizational form switches between Integration and Non-Integration. 12 [Insert Figure 9 here] The most striking, and perhaps surprising, regularity is shown in panel (a), where the relative value of an optimally structured alliance is strongly decreasing in our standard measure of cash flow volatility, σ. This follows from the fact that the main benefit of the alliance relative to NonIntegration is the ability to fine-tune the exercise time to prevent excessive cannibalization (i.e., internalize the negative externality imposed by the small firm on the large firm), while the main benefit of the alliance relative to Integration is the elimination of overhang and the creation of capital structure flexibility. When σ increases, the need to fine-tune exercise times declines in importance as exercise is optimally pushed further into the future. At the same time, overhang concerns also decline in importance. Thus, the value of an alliance is decreasing relative to both traditional forms. In panel (b), on the other hand, alliance value is increasing relative to the best traditional alternative when obsolescence risk ρ is small (i.e., less than the base case of 10% so that the best alternative is Non-Integration), but flat when ρ is large (i.e., more than 10% so that the best alternative is Integration). On the one hand, as ρ increases the optimal exercise time occurs sooner, which increases the importance of fine-tuning exercise times for joint profit maximization, and therefore increases the value of the alliance relative to Non-Integration. On the other hand, ρ has little effect on the importance of overhang and capital structure flexibility, leading to a largely invariant value difference at higher ρ. Overall, then, the model predicts the existence of hybrid organizational forms such as alliances for lower levels of cash flow risk (contrary to conventional wisdom on the use of alliances in high risk situations), but higher levels of obsolescence risk.
Panel (c) shows that alliance value increases in cannibalization for low γ, when Non-Integration is otherwise optimal, but decreases for high γ, when Integration is otherwise optimal. Intuitively, γ determines the importance of fine-tuning exercise times to protect assets in place. Thus, the former result stems from the fact that the small firm in the Non-Integrated form fails to take cannibalization into account in its exercise timing. However, the importance of creating capital structure flexibility decreases in γ as overall asset values decline, which explains the latter result.
Panel (d) shows that for tax rates τ below the base case of 15%, raising τ magnifies the importance of capital structure flexibility, increasing the value of the alliance relative that that of Integration.
However, its impact on asset values reduces the importance of fine-tuning exercise times, decreasing the value of the alliance relative to Non-Integration for higher than base case levels of τ .
Another monotonic result arises for the size of the growth option, π, as shown in panel (e). Here, the value of an alliance is increasing irrespective of the traditional alternative. For higher values of π exercise optimally occurs sooner, which increases the value derived from fine tuning the exercise time. The relationship is steeper for smaller π, when Integration is otherwise optimal, because capital structure flexibility and overhang reduction are also increasing in π. Finally, for panel (f) note that the best traditional alternative is Non-Integration for all δ > 0 since δ = 0 in the base case that determines γ * . The panel shows that as the preemption cost δ rises, the relative value of the alliance falls. This occurs because the optimal exercise time taking cannibalization into account collapses toward the optimal time absent cannibalization, and thus the fine-tuning benefit of the alliance falls.
Alternative Financing Arrangements
As has been noted, one might be tempted to conclude that the Non-Integrated form often dominates the Integrated form largely because it has inherently more capital structure flexibility in our base case analysis. It is therefore natural to examine the extent to which design choices and resulting comparative statics results depend on the assumption that the Integrated form cannot issue debt at the exercise time of the growth option. In this section we analyze the effect of an alternative financing arrangement in the Integrated case, in which the integrated firm is able to follow a similar capital structure policy as the small, non-integrated firm at the time of option exercise. 13 Specifically, at the time of option exercise in the Integrated case we grant the integrated firm the option to recapitalize with respect to the new collateral pool from the option (i.e., π), but not with respect to the existing collateral pool that we normalized to one (i.e., assets in place). In addition to the time zero debt with coupon C I , we assume the integrated firm issues a second, time T G debt tranche with coupon payments C + I specified as in (6). Specifying this amount of debt (i.e., the amount that would be chosen by an all-equity stand-alone firm for this set of assets at the time of exercise) gives the integrated firm a limited measure of flexibility that most closely matches the flexibility advantage enjoyed by the small firm in the Non-Integrated case. Note that under this alternative specification, the large, separated firm does not have an option to recapitalize after its time zero debt choice, thus keeping capital structure flexibility relatively constant across organizational designs with respect to the pool of assets in place. 14 We also need to specify debt priority in bankruptcy, which primarily affects our result through the floatation value of the new debt. We 13 We have also considered having all capital structure decisions made at the time of investment (i.e., all firms are debt-free prior to exercise). However, the integrated firm would then have an incentive to speed up its exercise decision so it could more quickly issue debt against the assets in place. This would not be possible for the large non-integrated firm, and would therefore be an additional source of non-comparability across forms.
14 We could also allow all firms to recapitalize at the time of option exercise with respect to their full collateral pool. However, this would be significantly less tractable and is not expected to affect the qualitative results.
assume that the two classes of debt receive equal treatment in bankruptcy. 15 We continue to assume that the exercise time is chosen by the firm's equityholders to maximize their own value plus the value of the new debt. These assumptions can be modified or relaxed, but they are made to be as consistent as possible with the treatment of the separated, small firm in Lemma 1 and Proposition 1.
The increase in the integrated firm's financial flexibility in this extension causes the wedge in net tax benefits across forms seen in Panel (d) of Figure 1 to shrink, so that net tax benefit differences arising from financial flexibility are no longer a key driver of organizational design. This extension also attenuates debt overhang concerns because the integrated firm chooses less debt at time zero and can use the proceeds from the later debt issue to fund a fraction of the exercise cost. Hence the integrated firm gets closer to maximizing the pure growth option value in its initial financing choice.
However, note that despite the integrated firm's greater flexibility, there are still two important factors that may prevent it from completely replicating the performance of the Non-Integrated form.
First, since the integrated firm still optimally takes on some debt at time zero, there will remain a (potentially significant) measure of debt overhang. Second, because of the overhang concern it will optimally take on less leverage with respect to the assets in place than the large non-integrated firm, which does not have to worry about overhang at all. It is therefore important to re-examine some of the key equilibrium maps from Section 4 to see whether the behavior of the critical cutoff value for γ * would be materially altered under this setup. 
Conclusion
This paper provides a first step toward analyzing how capital structure and organizational design jointly affect the value of new opportunities in dynamic product markets. We consider an Integrated form, in which all activities are operated in a single firm, and a Non-Integrated form, in which the new opportunity is instead operated by a small, stand-alone firm. For each organizational form, there are three sources of value: the value of assets in place, the value of the growth option, and the value of net tax benefits. Non-Integration removes overhang from the exercise decision, maximizing pure option value and creating more capital structure flexibility. On the other hand, Integration best protects assets in place by taking joint profit considerations into account. These forces drive different organizational equilibria depending on firm and product market characteristics.
The analysis provides a number of unique empirical predictions. Notably, we find starkly different risk implications. Higher cash flow risk favors Non-Integration, while higher obsolescence risk favors Integration. In addition, since Non-Integration best maximizes financial flexibility, an increase in net tax benefits (due to lower tax rates or higher bankruptcy costs) makes NonIntegration more likely. Moreover, we establish that alliances organized as licensing agreements or revenue sharing contracts can better balance the different sources of value, and thus may dominate more traditional forms of organization. We also provide comparative statics for the optimal alliance structure, and compare values from this optimally structured hybrid form to those of traditional organizational forms to help predict when they will be observed in practice. Our results should prove useful for future empirical investigations of whether successful implementation of new products occurs inside or outside existing incumbent firms across different types of markets, as well as investigations of the role and structuring of alliances.
While we capture important economic forces, which produce numerous, novel implications, we have left out other frictions and imperfections. To focus on interactions of financing and investment, we have not modeled managerial skills. Also, for tractability we have not examined activities with imperfectly correlated cash flows. Finally, we note that, for the sake of fairness across forms, we have not recognized transactions costs of either integrating or separating activities because they would drive optimal organizational design in less subtle ways. Extensions along some of these dimensions could prove fruitful for future research.
Appendix A. Derivations of Lemma 1 and Proposition 1
Within the present model, the exponential law holds for all t ≥ 0:
This implies that at any time t the expected time to obsolescence of the option is given by:
Consistent with economic intuition, equation (A.2) indicates that the expected time to obsolescence is inversely related to the risk of obsolescence.
Recall that for t < T G the small firm invests to maximize the (equity) value of the levered assets obtained from exercise as long as exercise takes place prior to obsolescence (i.e., for T G < T Y ):
On the other hand, if T G > T Y , then the small firm vanishes: V S (X) = 0.
For t > T G , the small firm operates assets in place and hence its owners receive capital gains of E dV + S (X) and cash flows (1 − τ ) πX + τ C + S over each time interval dt. The required rate of return for investing in the small firm is the risk-free rate r. Thus, the Bellman equation in the continuation region (i.e., for t < T D ) is:
(A.4) Applying Ito's lemma to expand the right-hand side of the Bellman equation, it is straightforward that the value of the matured, small firm before default (i.e., for X > X + S ) satisfies:
The ordinary differential equation has a solution of the form:
where ϑ < 0 is given in (4) and ξ > 1 is given by: ξ = ( 1 2 − µ/σ 2 ) + ( 1 2 − µ/σ 2 ) 2 + 2 r/σ 2 . The constants A 1 and A 2 are determined by the value-matching conditions of the levered firm:
The first condition captures the value of the firm net of bankruptcy costs that will be transferred to the new owners in case of default. The second condition states that firm value is bounded above by the default-risk-free value of assets and tax shields, which implies that A 2 = 0. Solving the first equation for the remaining unknown constant A 1 yields firm value after investment, given in the first equation of Lemma 1.
Similar arguments as in equations (A.3), (A.5), and (A.6) yield equity value after investment, given in the second equation of Lemma 1, if we solve the value-matching conditions for equity:
The first condition ensures that equity is worthless in case of default, while the second equation corresponds to a no-bubble condition implying again that A 2 = 0. In addition to these valuematching conditions, equity value satisfies an optimality condition. That is, the default threshold that maximizes equity value solves the smooth-pasting condition: which can be solved analytically to produce the closed-form solution for C + S given in Lemma 1. This solution is indeed optimal given that it is straightforward to verify that the second-order condition for this optimization problem is negative.
Plugging the expressions for C + S and X + S into equation (2) and simplifying yields:
which we can substitute into the solution for equation (A.3). In the continuation region of cash flow levels below which investment is optimal (i.e., X < X S ), standard arguments imply that equity value satisfies the Bellman equation:
Applying Ito's lemma to expand the right-hand side of the Bellman equation yields for X < X S :
which has a solution of the form:
where ϑ < 0 and ξ > 1 are given in (32) and (15). The unknown constants A 3 and A 4 are determined by the value-matching conditions for the small firm's equity value:
The first condition stipulates that the option ought to be worthless when cash flows become arbitrarily small, implying that A 3 = 0. The second is a no-arbitrage condition as it says that, at the time of exercise, equity value before exercise, V S , equals equity value after exercise, V + S , net of the exercise cost, κ. Solving the second equation for the remaining unknown constant, A 4 , and substituting the optimal investment threshold X S yields equity value before investment, given in the first equation of Proposition 1. In addition to the value-matching conditions, equity value satisfies an optimality condition. That is, the optimal exercise threshold solves the smooth-pasting condition: .19) which implies the closed-form solution for X S given in the last equation of Proposition 1.
Ito's lemma then says that the ordinary differential equation before investment or obsolescence is:
It is easy to guess and verify that this ordinary differential equation has a solution of the form:
The first four terms on the right-hand side of (B.3) correspond to the ones in (A.6). In addition, the fifth and the sixth term capture obsolescence risk in that they reflect the preemption cost and the change in net tax shields, respectively, which enter equation
The unknown constants A 5 and A 6 are determined by the value-matching conditions:
The first condition captures the value of the firm net of bankruptcy costs that will be transferred to the new owners in case of default. In particular, it not only reflects the bankruptcy costs but also the cannibalization cost and the preemption cost (i.e., the second and the third terms in equation (B.4)), which remain associated with the large firm's assets through and beyond the restructuring process. The second condition states that firm value is bounded above by its post-investment value given in Lemma 2, which excludes the growth option's payoff. Solving these two equations for the two unknown constants yields firm value before investment or obsolescence, given in the first equation of Proposition 2.
Similar arguments as in equations (B.1), (B.2), and (B.3) yield equity value before investment or obsolescence, given in Proposition 2, if we instead solve the value-matching conditions for equity:
The first condition ensures that equity is worthless in case of default, while the second condition ensures that equity value is bounded above by its post-investment value given in Lemma 2. In addition to the value-matching conditions, equity value also needs to satisfy a smooth-pasting condition:
As equation (B.8) is non-linear in X L , we obtain a quasi-closed form solution in form of a fairly complex equation (available upon request), which renders numerical solution necessary. Therefore, the optimal coupon choice of the firm numerically maximizes V L (X) with respect to C L at time zero:
which takes into account C L 's effect on the optimally chosen default boundaries X L , X + L , and X
• L for the various regions. The code for the numerical optimization is available upon request.
Appendix C. Derivations of Lemma 4, Lemma 5 and Proposition 3
Similar arguments as the ones used for deriving Lemma 1 can be used to derive the closed-form solutions given in Lemma 4. That is, if we replace the factor π, the size of the growth opportunity, in all expressions given in Lemma 1 by the factor (1 + π − γ), the increased size of assets in place resulting from option exercise but net of cannibalization due to option exercise, then we obtain all the expressions given in Lemma 4. It turns out that the equations in Lemma 5 are actually identical to the ones in Lemma 3 up to some subscripts, namely, L and I, which accommodates different coupon choices and correspondingly different default thresholds. Apart from these differences, the large firm's value functions after obsolescence and the integrated firm's value functions after obsolescence ought to be the same since they did not invest and operate the same assets in place.
Similar arguments as in equations (B.1), (B.2), and (B.3) yield integrated firm value before investment or obsolescence, given in Proposition 3, if we solve the modified value-matching conditions:
Equation (C.1) captures the value of the firm net of bankruptcy costs that will be transferred to the new owners in case of default. In particular, it only reflects the bankruptcy costs and the preemption cost induced by product introduction by a competitor, which remain associated with the large firm's assets through and beyond the restructuring process, because the growth option cannot be brought through the restructuring process. An alternative assumption, which we have explored in unreported numerical solutions, is to partially transfer the option to the new owners, which corresponds to simply including a fractional value of the last two terms in (B.4) in (C.1). However, all the results are qualitatively very similar to the ones reported in the paper and hence suppressed for brevity. The intuition is that transferring some of the option to the debtholders increases their recoveries, which are multiplied by a fairly small number (default probability) for computing time zero firm value.
The small increase in firm value relative to Non-Integration lowers the cost of debt (credit spread) for a given coupon, which, in equilibrium, increases the optimal coupon and hence magnifies the overhang problem (i.e., a decrease in firm value relative to Non-Integration). Equation (C.2) states that firm value is bounded above by its post-investment value given in Lemma 4 net of the capital outlay required for option exercise. Solving these two equations for the two unknown constants yields firm value before investment or obsolescence, given in the first equation of Proposition 3.
Similar arguments as in equations (B.1), (B.2), and (B.3) yield equity value before investment or obsolescence, given in Proposition 3, if we instead solve the value-matching conditions for equity:
3)
The first condition ensures that equity is worthless in case of default, while the second condition ensures that equity value pastes correctly to its post-investment value given in Lemma 4 net of the equity-financed exercise cost, κ. In addition to these two value-matching conditions, optimality requires that equity value satisfies smooth-pasting conditions for default and investment: which is clearly similar to the problem in equation (B.9). Yet, an important difference is that the optimal choice of C I incorporates not only its effect on the optimally chosen default boundaries X I , X + I , and X
• I for the various regions, but also its effect on the jointly optimal investment boundary X I , which uniquely delivers endogenous overhang effects of the Integrated form. The numerical procedure for the constrained optimization is suppressed here but available upon request. Solid lines in all panels correspond to the Integrated form, while dashed lines correspond to the Non-Integrated form. All figures use a baseline environment in which cash flows start at X = $20, the risk-free interest rate is r = 7%, the growth rate of cash flows is µ = 1%, the volatility of cash flows is σ = 30%, the risk of obsolescence is ρ = 10%, the corporate tax rate is τ = 15%, the proportional cost of bankruptcy is α = 30%, the investment factor is π = 100%, the investment cost is κ = $225, and the preemption cost is δ = 0%. Figure 8 . Shows the effect of cash flow uncertainty, σ, obsolescence risk, ρ, cannibalization cost, γ, the corporate tax rate, τ , the size of the growth option, π, and preemption cost, δ, on the optimal licensing proportion, * . All parameter values are set as in the baseline environment. . Shows the effect of of cash flow uncertainty, σ, obsolescence risk, ρ, cannibalization cost, γ, the corporate tax rate, τ , the size of the growth option, π, and preemption cost, δ, on the difference between the value of the two projects under an optimized alliance and their value under the best traditional organizational form. Vertical dashed lines indicate switches between Integration and Non-Integration as optimal traditional organizational form, which occurs for each parameter at the base case value of that parameter. All parameter values are set as in the baseline environment. 
